Plain language summary
Few studies have examined the frequency of vital sign measurement in the general wards for deteriorating patients, who often require emergency intubation to prevent respiratory and cardiac arrest, before they are unexpectedly transferred to the intensive care unit (ICU). This study aimed to investigate the differences in the frequency of vital sign measurement between patients with and without emergency tracheal intubation in the general wards. Moreover, we conducted a survey of nurses using a questionnaire to explore their attitudes toward vital sign measurement. We found that patients who had an emergency tracheal intubation in the general ward tended to receive less frequent assessment of all vital signs within 24 hours prior to unplanned ICU admission. Moreover, our survey revealed the poor understanding of nurses on the importance of respiratory rate assessment in the hospital studied. Our results are important as they reveal the frequency of vital sign measurement in the general ward prior to ICU transfer and provide additional evidence on the general attitude of nurses toward vital sign measurement.
Introduction
Delayed recognition of patient deterioration in the general ward may lead to unplanned intensive care unit (ICU) admissions. 1 Furthermore, delayed ICU transfers are associated with poor patient outcomes. 2 The lack of recognition of the importance of respiratory status and a delay in intervention for its deterioration may lead to emergency tracheal intubation in the general wards. Respiratory insufficiency is a major preventable cause of in-hospital cardiac arrest in the general ward. 3 This suggests that early recognition of respiratory deterioration is key to survival. Among the vital signs measured at the bedside, the respiratory rate is the earliest clinical sign of patient deterioration and has been shown to be an important predictor of fatal events. [4] [5] [6] As vital sign assessment is an important nursing function that allows the nurse to identify deteriorating patients at an early stage, whether nurses appropriately interpret and respond to abnormal vital sign measurements before the patient's condition deteriorates is an important issue. Nevertheless, several studies have indicated that vital signs are not consistently measured, recorded, or reported. [7] [8] [9] Poor clinical monitoring has been shown to be the most dominant cause of preventable deaths in acute hospitals. 10 However, few studies have examined the frequency of vital sign measurement in the general wards for deteriorating patients, who often require emergency intubation to prevent respiratory and cardiac arrest, before they are unexpectedly transferred to the ICU.
We, therefore, hypothesized that the vital signs of patients who underwent emergency tracheal intubation in the general ward prior to ICU admission were less monitored compared with patients who did not require emergency tracheal intubation. This study aimed to investigate the differences in the frequency of vital sign measurement between patients with and without emergency tracheal intubation in the general wards. Moreover, as no studies have examined how nurses' attitudes toward vital sign measurement were reflected on their behaviors in clinical practice, we conducted a survey of nurses using a questionnaire to explore their attitudes toward vital sign measurement.
Patients and methods

Patient selection
We conducted a retrospective, observational study of all unplanned transfers to the ICU from the general wards between December 2015 and February 2017. We examined the frequency of measuring vital signs (body temperature, pulse rate, respiratory rate, and blood pressure) that was documented in the electronic health records of each patient within 24 hours prior to transfer to the ICU. At each measurement, nurses in all adult inpatient areas entered the patients' vital signs into hand-held, personal digital assistant software at the bedside. The following data were also collected: patient characteristics, type of wards, main reasons for ICU admission, the time and place of intubations, and the presence or absence of continuous monitoring (ie, pulse oximetry and electrocardiogram).
Patients with the following conditions were excluded: planned ICU admissions, transferred to the ICU within 24 hours of hospital admission, already intubated and mechanically ventilated in the general wards before deterioration, and readmissions within 24 hours of ICU discharge.
The study institution has a 608-bed capacity and admits ~19,000 patients annually. Of the 608 beds, 20 were in the ICU including the cardiac care unit and managed by full-time staff of the critical care division. Although we introduced a rapid response system into our hospital in 2014, we have not implemented an Early Warning Scoring System 11 in the general wards.
This study was approved by the Institutional Review Board of the Jichi Medical University Saitama Medical Center. Because this was a retrospective study using patients' data obtained from the electronic health records, the institutional review board and medical ethics committee waived the need for written informed consent from the participants. All data were de-identified prior to entry into the spreadsheet.
Questionnaire
Among the nursing staff, an anonymous survey was conducted. A prerequisite for completion of the questionnaire was that all participants gave informed consent to participate in the present study and the study design was approved by the institutional review board. The objective of this questionnaire was to explore nurses' attitudes and behaviors toward vital sign measurement. We asked the following questions:
• Q1: "When measuring vital signs (body temperature, pulse rate, respiratory rate, blood pressure, level of consciousness, and urine output), which is the most troublesome one? Explain" • Q2: "How do you measure respiratory rate for patients?"
We also asked the following questions to explore which physiological change nurses perceive as the first sign of deterioration:
• Q3: "Assuming that you cannot find some other abnormal findings, please choose one from the list below that would be of concern to you as early signs of deterioration in a patient."
Journal of Multidisciplinary This question was generated based on the National Early Warning Score (NEWS). Early warning score systems known as "track-and-trigger systems" are aimed at directing or guiding patient care. 12 The National Early Warning Score Development and Implementation Group recommends three trigger levels for a clinical alert requiring clinician assessment based on the NEWS: 1) a low score: an aggregate NEWS of 1-4; 2) a medium score: a NEWS aggregate of 5 or more, or a red score, that is, an extreme variation in an individual physiological parameter; and 3) a high score: an aggregate NEWS of 7 or more. 13 These triggers help determine the urgency of the clinical response and the competency of the responders. Therefore, the National Early Warning Score Development and Implementation Group recommends that an extreme score in any one physiological parameter should trigger a medium-level alert. NEWS has a greater capability to discriminate patients at risk of the combined outcome of cardiac arrest, unanticipated ICU admission, or death. 14 Among the above questions, only abnormal recording for respiratory rate obtained an extreme score at NEWS. The other abnormal recordings were all low or medium scores.
statistical analysis and frequency calculations
The frequency of measuring vital signs was calculated by dividing the number of vital sign recordings by 24 hours.
Numerical data are presented as medians and IQRs, and categorical data as counts and percentages. As Shapiro-Wilks normality test showed that the frequencies of measuring vital signs were not normal in distribution, Wilcoxon test or Kruskal-Wallis test with Dunn's post hoc was used accordingly. Similarly, Mann-Whitney U test was used to compare observed frequencies between patients with and without emergency tracheal intubation in the general ward. Group comparisons for categorical variables were performed using chi-squared test. All tests were two sided, and P-values of <0.05 were considered statistically significant. Data were analyzed using JMP Pro12 (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA).
Results
case series
During the study period, a total of 1,822 ICU admissions were recorded. Of them, 140 were unplanned. Demographic characteristics, the main reasons for the admission, intubation status, and ward type before admission to the ICU are described in Table 1 . The main reasons for ICU admission documented by physicians were respiratory failure in 67 patients (48%) and sepsis in 33 (24%). A total of 53% of all patients were transferred to the ICU from the surgical wards and 47% were from the medical wards. Among the patients who deteriorated, 13 (9%) needed cardiopulmonary resuscitation in the general ward. Moreover, 38 patients (27%) underwent emergency tracheal intubation in the general ward before ICU admission. Table 2 and Figure 1 show the frequency of recording of each vital sign for patients who were transferred to the ICU unplanned. The median monitoring frequency 24 hours before ICU admission from the ward was 4 (IQR: 2-5) for 
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Kamio et al respiratory rate, 4 (IQR: 3-6) for temperature, 6 (IQR: 4-9) for blood pressure, and 6 (IQR: 4-10) for pulse. The respiratory rate was significantly less frequently recorded than the other vital signs (P<0.05). Table 3 shows the comparison of the frequency of recording of each vital sign between patients with and without intubation in the general ward before they were transferred to the ICU. Although the frequency of respiratory rate recording was not significantly different between patients with and without emergency tracheal intubation in the general ward, patients who had emergency tracheal intubation in the general ward tended to receive less frequent assessment of all vital signs within 24 hours prior to the unplanned transfer to the ICU. However, the percentage of patients with continuous monitoring systems in the general ward was similar across the groups. A total of 68 nurses, which accounted for ~10% of the total nursing staff, completed the survey and provided demographic information. The median length of experience was 3.9 years (range, 1-25 years). Of them, 25 (37%) nurses worked in the surgical wards, 35 (51%) in the general ward, and 8 (12%) in the ICU (data not shown).
The results of the survey exploring the nurses' attitudes toward vital sign measurement are shown in Figure 2 . More than 50% of the nurses reported that assessment of the respiratory rate is the most troublesome task primarily because it is more time consuming than the measurement of the other vital signs (data not shown in the figure) . Figure 3 shows the percentage of nurses who measured the respiratory rate according to different methods. More than 50% of the nurses counted the respirations for 15 seconds and then multiplied it by 4, while >20% of them recorded the respiratory rate measured by the telemetry machine. Moreover, ~15% of nurses did not routinely count respirations and only recorded the respiratory rate as displayed on the bedside monitor. Figure 4 shows the results of a case-scenario-based questionnaire. When the nurses encountered the above situations, systolic blood pressure change and respiratory change were similarly judged as an early sign of deterioration. However, the percentage of nurses who considered respiratory change as the most serious sign of deterioration was only 34%, while >20% of nurses considered heart rate change to be the most serious indicator of deterioration.
Discussion
In this study, we investigated the frequency of vital sign measurement in the general wards within 24 hours prior to an unplanned ICU transfer and the nurses' attitudes toward vital sign measurement. We found that the respiratory rate was significantly less frequently assessed than blood pressure and pulse. Moreover, patients who had an emergency 
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Vital sign measurement among intubated patients in the general ward tracheal intubation in the general ward tended to receive less frequent assessment of all vital signs within 24 hours prior to unplanned ICU admission; however, the rate of using continuous monitoring systems in the general ward was similar across both groups. More than 50% of the participating nurses considered assessment of the respiratory rate to be the most taxing work, and ~15% of them did not routinely count the respirations and only recorded the respiratory rate displayed on the bedside monitor. Percentage of respondents 0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% Figure 4 nurses' perceptions when they encounter deteriorating patients in the ward. Note: Survey question: "Assuming that you cannot find some other abnormal findings, please choose one from the list below that would be of concern to you as early signs of deterioration in a patient." Our study has several notable strengths. First, to our knowledge, this is the first report to examine the frequency of vital sign measurement in the general ward prior to ICU transfer for patients with emergency tracheal intubation in the general ward. Second, we showed supporting evidence that nurses consider respiratory rate assessment to be a troublesome task. Our results are important as they provide additional evidence on the general attitude of nurses toward vital sign measurement.
We found that the respiratory rate was less frequently recorded compared with other vital signs, and this finding is consistent with that of previous studies. [15] [16] [17] Jonsson et al demonstrated that respiratory failure was the primary cause of emergency ICU admission of inpatients, with respiratory rate as the least documented vital sign. 16 Moreover, Boerma et al reported that the respiratory rate was poorly documented in patients presenting to the emergency department. 17 However, in these studies, information on whether the patients' vital signs were continuously monitored or not was lacking. Continuous monitoring of patients' vital signs can alert nurses about any developing clinical events, thus allowing early detection of deterioration and may improve patient outcomes. 18 Therefore, if patients were deemed to be stable, their vital signs were less likely to be monitored. The frequency of measuring vital signs is important. However, in the present study, the rate of using continuous monitoring systems in the general ward was similar across the groups. We found that among those who had emergency tracheal intubation in the general ward, 79% were on continuous monitoring equipment (electrocardiogram or pulse oximetry), but tended to have fewer vital sign measurements prior to ICU transfer. This means that nurses recognized that most of these patients were at high risk of deterioration beforehand, and that insufficient patient monitoring might lead to emergency tracheal intubation in the general ward.
Although an increasing respiratory rate is widely recognized as the earliest clinical sign of deterioration, Philip et al showed that the clinical staff are not confident in the accuracy of respiratory rate measurements not assessed using recommended methods. 19 Moreover, a recent study revealed that the respiratory rate is inaccurately recorded, even among those with cardiopulmonary compromise. 20 The present study also showed that >20% of nurses recorded the respiratory rate measured by the telemetry machine, and ~15% of nurses did not routinely count respirations and only recorded the respiratory rate displayed on the bedside monitor. Our results showed that >50% of the participating nurses considered assessment of the respiratory rate to be the most taxing work. Although there were some reasons for this, the commonest reason was consistent with a recent report that measuring respiratory rate in a clinical setting takes more time than measuring other vital signs. 9 Since the lack of understanding of the importance of respiratory rate is an important issue that needs to be addressed, 7, 19 we attempted to determine the nurses' perception toward patients' deterioration using a case-scenario questionnaire, based on NEWS. We found that only 34% of nurses considered respiratory change as the most serious sign of deterioration, although an abnormal respiratory rate was only an extreme score based on the NEWS. This result suggests poor understanding of the importance of respiratory rate assessment. One of the reasons why nurses place less importance on the respiratory rate is because they may lack the knowledge of the key indicators of deterioration and the importance of respiratory rate as a key predictor of a potentially serious clinical event. 9 Nurses should be educated regarding the importance of early identification of clinical deterioration to help them understand the significance of accurate and timely respiratory rate assessment.
Limitations
Our study has several limitations. First, this was not a prospective study. All data were obtained from a retrospective review of medical records. However, we carefully evaluated all the patients who were admitted to the ICU and were enrolled in the study. Second, this study was performed in only one ICU, and thus, the number of patients included in the analysis was relatively small. However, this may also be a strength because many confounding factors were controlled (eg, patient characteristics, policy, and Rapid Response Team call strategy). Third, the patients who had emergency tracheal intubation in the general ward might have deteriorated rapidly. Therefore, nurses might have been unable to identify the antecedents, even though they understood the clinical importance of respiratory rate. Patients with severe metabolic acidosis, which may lead to sudden deterioration, may have an increased respiratory rate to maintain a normal hydrogen ion concentration; however, it is unknown whether frequent respiratory rate measurements can prevent emergency tracheal intubation in the general ward and unplanned ICU admissions. Fourth, because of the small sample size, we used non-parametric test to compare differences between patients with and without emergency tracheal intubation in the general ward. As parametric tests have more statistical power than non-parametric tests, increasing our sample size might also give us greater power to detect differences.
Conclusion
We showed that the respiratory rate was significantly less frequently recorded than the other vital signs in patients who were transferred to the ICU unplanned. We also demonstrated that the vital signs were less frequently assessed in the general ward among patients with emergency tracheal intubation. Moreover, our survey revealed the poor understanding of nurses on the importance of respiratory rate assessment in the hospital studied.
